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Operating instructions
Diving suit assembly



so simple to use
Insert the inner ring of the sleeve 
(MI) with the smaller side in direc-
tion of the sleeve in the arm and 
adjust the sleeve

Pull the black o-ring slightly 
lubricated outside over the sleeve 

into the provided slot

Push the sleeve protective ring 
(MS) with the larger diameter over 
the sleeve and the o-ring and click 
into

Put the red o-ring slightly lubricated
into the provided slot of the 
sleeve protective ring (MS)

Regular re-lubricating facilitates to put 
on and take off the diving gloves
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In order to put on the diving gloves 
apply the diving glove with one 
side to the sleeve protective ring 
(MS) jam it against the thigh and 
press it close with one hand

In order to pull off the diving 
gloves, push the diving glove ring 

from inside towards the sleeve 
protective ring

Cleaning

Rinse the diving gloves with water after use. Do not put the diving gloves under the sun or on heat radiators for 
drying

Stocking 

Stock the diving glove system at a dark and cool place. Avoid exposing the diving glove system to intense solar 
radiation. Do not stock your diving glove system nearby any devices which produce ozone, e.g. motors, heating 
devices, or others

Maintenance 

The diving glove system does not require any particular maintenance. Before each use, check, if there are any 
small holes on the diving gloves and on the o-rings. If there are any small holes on the diving gloves or on the 
o-rings, replace the corresponding parts. Slightly lubricate the red o-ring. To do so, use the Dryglove grease. If 
any other grease which is not approved is being used, this will render the warranty null and void

Certification 

The Dryglove dry diving gloves had been certified according to the 
EC guideline 8976867 EEC item 10. EN 14225-2:2005, TÜV Rheinland Product Safety GmbH, Am Grauen 
Stein, D-51105 Köln, Notified Body 0197.

In case of any doubts regarding this instruction for operating instruction or if your shop or your instructor will not 
give you sufficient information, please contact:

KWTT GmbH - Hirsauer Strasse 149 - 75180 Pforzheim 
phone +49 (0) 7231 - 42 44 770   Fax: +49 (0) 7231 - 42 44 780  info@dryglove.com
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Neopren inner glove

– 100% Comfort - 0% Risk 
– for all Dryglove Systems
– 2 mm Ultra-Stretch-Neopren

Fleece inner glove

– for all Dryglove Systeme
– Anti Pilling Fleece

Grease

– Optimum for the maintenance  
   of your o-rings

Optional Products


